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Skepticism and Circular Arguments Daniel M. Johnson Shawnee State University [email protected] ______________________________________________________________________________ Abstract Perhaps the most popular and historically important way of responding to skepticism is by an appeal to non-inferential justification. A problem with this sort of response is that while it may constitute a response to skepticism, it does not constitute a response to the skeptic. At some point, the anti-skeptic must simply fall silent, resigned to the fact that his or her non-inferential justification for the belief challenged by the skeptic is not communicable. I want to point out a possible solution to this problem. I will argue that, in certain circumstances, it is possible to adduce circular arguments which are nevertheless rationally persuasive, and that the anti-skeptic may employ these arguments in lieu of simply falling silent when a non-inferentially justified belief is challenged. The almost universal assumption among philosophers that epistemically circular arguments are rationally useless is mistaken, and this fact can be utilized by the clever anti-skeptic.
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1. Introduction Perhaps the most popular and historically important way of responding to skepticism is by an appeal to non-inferential justification. Such an appeal figures most prominently in the foundationalist reply to the Pyrrhonian skeptic’s regress problem, but it is also important in a number of different kinds of responses to Cartesian-style skepticism based on radical skeptical scenarios. This sort of response argues that reason-giving must stop somewhere, and that the fact that it stops need not threaten knowledge or justification. So, according to this view, the fact that the subject cannot give an argument in response to the skeptic either to show the Cartesian



2 skeptic that the radical skeptical hypothesis is false or to show the Pyrrhonian skeptic that the foundational belief in question is not arbitrary does not mean that the subject isn’t justified in believing the propositions in question; it just states a fact about justification, that the chains of justified belief ultimately rest on non-inferentially justified beliefs for which an argument cannot be given. A problem with this sort of response is that while it may constitute a response to skepticism, it does not constitute a response to the skeptic. At some point, the anti-skeptic must simply fall silent, resigned to the fact that his or her non-inferential justification for the belief which is called into question by the skeptic is not communicable, not the sort of thing that can be given as a reason. Some have taken this fact about the non-inferential justification response—the fact that the response will be unsatisfying to the skeptic—as a theoretical objection to this whole foundationalist line of response.1 I don’t believe that this problem constitutes a theoretical challenge to foundationalism—that is, it doesn’t call into question the truth of foundationalism— but it does constitute a practical, existential problem for human beings given that foundationalism is true. Sometimes we want to reply when our foundational beliefs are challenged by a skeptic, but if those beliefs really are foundational, we cannot make the justification of those beliefs plain by giving reasons for them. We can, of course, give further arguments for those beliefs from other beliefs that we hold, but doing so amounts to supplementing the non-inferential justification for the belief with inferential justification for the belief. There is nothing epistemically inappropriate in doing so, but it amounts to abandoning the appeal to non-inferential justification as a reply to skepticism when arguing with an actual skeptic. The reason that the notion of non-inferential justification is 1



See Klein (1998), (2004), and (2005a).



3 so important as a reply to skepticism is that, for many of the beliefs that are challenged by the skeptic, there are no convincing, non-circular arguments available. Therefore, the person who is convinced that the reply to skepticism crucially involves non-inferential justification will generally be unable to reply to an actual skeptic, because that non-inferential justification cannot be given as a reason, and there won’t be much (if anything) in the way of inferential justification available for the challenged beliefs. I want to point out a possible solution to this problem, or at least a way to help mitigate the problem. There are ways to defend foundational beliefs in the face of skeptical challenge; the foundationalist need not fall silent in the face of such a challenge. I will argue that, in certain circumstances, it is possible to adduce circular arguments that are nevertheless rationally persuasive, and that the anti-skeptic may employ these arguments in lieu of simply falling silent when a non-inferentially justified belief is challenged. The almost universal assumption among philosophers that epistemically circular arguments are rationally useless is mistaken, and this fact can be utilized by the clever anti-skeptic. By “skeptic” I mean someone who actually suspends belief in the propositions about which he or she is skeptical. I do not mean to include someone who thinks his or her beliefs unreasonable or unjustified and continues to believe them anyway—Reid called this sort of Humean skeptic a “semi-skeptic,” and I am following Reid here in denying them the full title of skeptic. My model is the Pyrrhonian skeptic rather than the Humean. An external-world skeptic is someone who actually is in doubt about (skeptical of) the existence of external things, not someone who accepts their existence but then regards himself or herself as irrational in so doing. (I will return to this point in Section 4.)



4 In Section 2, I will take a look at the supposed problem—the fact that the foundationalist response to skepticism doesn’t provide a dialectical response to an actual challenge from the skeptic—and argue that, pace Klein, it is not a theoretical problem for foundationalism but a practical problem for everyone given that foundationalism is true. In Section 3, I will argue that rationally persuasive circular arguments are possible, and I will spell out a set of conditions (roughly) necessary and sufficient for such arguments. In Section 4, I will argue that some such arguments will be available for use against the skeptic in defense of foundational beliefs and that they can be used to mitigate the existential problem facing the anti-skeptic. In Sections 5 and 6, I will meet a pair of objections.



2. The Problem of Foundationalism



Peter Klein, more than any other contemporary philosopher, has made clear the fact that foundationalism doesn’t provide any sort of dialectical reply to the Pyrrhonian skeptic—the foundationalist must either fall silent in the face of skeptical challenge or abandon the foundationalist solution to the skeptical regress problem entirely. Klein takes this to be a fatal problem for foundationalism. I’ll argue, against Klein, that the problem is not a theoretical problem for foundationalism at all but is instead a practical problem for everyone if foundationalism is true. Klein’s argument goes like this (see Klein 2005a). When the skeptic challenges me to justify a belief p, I reply by citing some other belief q which makes p likely to be true. According to the foundationalist, I eventually reach some belief r which is not justified by some further belief. Instead, it is justified by virtue of bearing some feature F which makes it properly basic. When the skeptic challenges r, since there is no further belief to cite in support of it, I must do



5 one of two things. Either I must fall silent, or I must cite r’s bearing F as the justifying reason for r. If I do the latter, the skeptic can ask why bearing F makes r likely to be true, and the regress is off and running once more; if I do the former, according to Klein, I haven’t solved the regress problem because my belief r is arbitrary. The problem with Klein’s argument is that he doesn’t give any reason to think that falling silent in the face of skeptical challenge is objectionable—why think that a solution to the skeptic’s regress problem must provide the resources to respond to the skeptic with a justifying reason given in language? The reason Klein believes that falling silent is objectionable is that he conceives of justification as primarily dialectical and social—it is significant that he always conceives of the regress problem either as a conversation with a skeptic or as a sotto voce conversation with oneself (Klein 2005a). I don’t see any reason to follow Klein in this, however. The most Klein’s argument shows is that the foundationalist must choose between stopping the regress problem and admitting that being epistemically justified and being able to justify oneself to another come apart. In fact, the foundationalist is actually committed to thinking that being epistemically justified and being able to justify oneself to another come apart. The option Klein gives the foundationalist—citing (foundational belief) r’s bearing F as the justifying reason for r—is objectionable independently of the fact that it starts the regress up again. For the foundationalist, it is not my belief that r bears F which renders r justified; r is justified by virtue of the fact that it actually bears F. (And this is true regardless of whether the foundationalist theory in question is internalist or externalist.) So, I mislead if I cite r’s bearing F as the reason for believing r, because it implies that I believe r because I believe that r bears F, which makes r’s justification not a matter of its actually bearing F but a matter of its relation to another of my beliefs (namely,



6 my belief that r bears F). So, in reality, if foundationalism is true, I cannot defend my foundational beliefs against a skeptical challenge by giving a justifying reason in support of those beliefs, at least not a justifying reason that accurately reflects my actual justification for believing them. Foundational justification is not the sort of thing that can be given as a reason. If foundationalism is true, then, epistemic justification and the ability to justify oneself to another come apart.2 I can be epistemically justified but unable to meet a skeptical challenge. As I said, Klein hasn’t really given us any reason to think that this is false. It is just an interesting fact about how the pursuit of the goal of truth (epistemic justification) and the pursuit of various social goals like agreement (rational discourse) can sometimes come apart. Klein’s argument, therefore, doesn’t pose a theoretical problem for foundationalism. It does, however, highlight a practical or existential problem inherent in foundationalism. I think it undeniable that sometimes we do want to defend our foundational beliefs when they are challenged. Something in us rebels when all we can do to respond to a challenge is walk away or change the subject. I don’t want to commit to any particular explanation for why we sometimes have this desire. An “egalitarian” like Michael Rescorla (2009) could say that we rebel at falling silent because the “game” of rational discourse is such that there is a social norm which demands a reply to any challenge to any belief, whether foundational or not. Someone a bit less radical could say that one of our major aims in engaging in rational discourse is to persuade, and we often (though not always) want to persuade those who disagree with our foundational beliefs. I don’t know whether I’m



2



This is not to say that there is no connection between epistemic justification and dialectical justification.



For instance, when I give a reason for a belief, there is normally a (cancelable) implicature that this reason is my (epistemic) reason for believing as I do; this is why you are normally justified in concluding that I am unjustified in thinking as I do if you conclude that the reason I give isn’t a good reason.



7 willing to go as far as the egalitarian—it seems to me that, sometimes at least, walking away or changing the subject is an appropriate response to a challenge—but I don’t need to make any strong claims about the structure of social norms governing rational discourse. All I need is the claim that, at least sometimes, we want to reply to challenges to our foundational beliefs. Our inability to do so with a justifying reason creates for us a practical problem. So sometimes we find ourselves facing a challenge to our foundational beliefs to which we would like to respond but cannot, at least not by giving an epistemically justifying reason in support of the challenged belief. For those foundational beliefs which also have inferential justification available for them, we can of course give that inferential justification; but many foundational beliefs do not have such justification available, which is why the skeptical challenge is so powerful and the foundationalist solution so important. At this point, we have a choice: fall silent or find a creative way to defend the foundational belief. I would like to propose one such creative strategy: rationally persuasive circular arguments.3



3. Rationally Persuasive Circular Arguments



It is an assumption in most philosophical discourse, rarely questioned, that epistemically circular arguments are rationally useless. In this section, I aim to give a set of conditions severally necessary and jointly sufficient for the existence of a certain kind of circular argument which is 3



Another possible creative way to defend foundational beliefs is suggested by Thomas Reid: ridicule, he



thinks, is an appropriate way to defend the deliverances of common sense. I think that there is something to this suggestion, and Reid’s “ridicule” method complements the method I am proposing here. The advantage of circular arguments, though, is that they avoid the moral dangers associated with ridicule. See Bergmann (2004), Johnson & Pelser (MS), and Reid (1969: VI.iv, 606–7).



8 nonetheless rationally persuasive. Andrew Cling (2002) has argued that there exists a class of virtuous circular arguments which, though they cannot rationally bring one to a belief one does not already have, can increase the justification of an already somewhat justified belief. The class of virtuous circular arguments I am going to point out does just the reverse. Though they cannot increase the degree of justification for a belief, they can reasonably persuade one to re-form a belief which had been given up.4 Case 1 Sally takes a math class in which she proves and thereby learns theorem T1. She then proves theorem T2 from theorem T1, so that her justification for believing T2 is dependent on her justification for believing T1. She then forgets theorem T1 and the proof of theorem T2, but still (justifiably) believes T2. Years later, somebody comes along and proves to her that T1 follows from T2, and on the basis of that proof she comes to justifiably believe T1. In this case, the argument (from T2 to T1) is circular, since Sally’s justification for believing the premise (T2) depends on a prior justification for believing the conclusion (T1). Nevertheless, the persuasion effected by the argument is a rational persuasion—it does seem that she ends up justified in believing both T1 and T2 despite having been persuaded to believe T1 by a circular argument.



Case 2 Jeff checks into a hotel, into room 314. He notes that his room number is the first three digits of pi. Later on, he forgets that his room is number 314. He remembers that it is the first three digits of pi, however, and on the basis of that infers that his room number is 314.



Each of these cases is, I will argue, an example of a rationally persuasive circular argument. I will argue that there are five individually necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for the 4



I owe both of these cases to Alexander Pruss.



9 existence of such an argument—one condition for the argument to be circular, and two conditions each for the argument to be persuasive and rationally persuasive. (1) Circularity. All that is required for the argument to be circular is that the subject’s justification for believing a premise be dependent on his or her justification for a previous belief in the conclusion. It is not necessary that the conclusion be identical to one of the premises of the argument. It is necessary that, if a long argument were to be constructed completely revealing the justificational structure of the conclusion, that the conclusion appear somewhere in the argument as support for one of the premises used to prove the conclusion—which is just to say that the subject’s justification for believing a premise depends on a prior justification to believe the conclusion.5 (2) Persuasion. There are two conditions for the circular argument to be persuasive. First, the premises of the argument must not be identical to the conclusion, so the circularity must be buried farther back in the argument than the premises explicitly adduced to support the conclusion. It is unlikely that someone will be persuaded by an argument in which the conclusion is explicitly stated as one of the premises—or, at least, the argument will not be appreciably different than an assertion, and if it is persuasive, an assertion would likely have been just as persuasive. Second, the person to whom the argument is directed must have greater commitment to the premises of the argument than to doubting the conclusion; otherwise, that person will likely regard the premises as every bit in doubt as the conclusion. If the recipients of the argument don’t have motivation to accept the premises, motivation which outweighs their doubt



5



A crucial assumption of my claim that these are circular arguments is that one’s beliefs can be based on



and justified by evidence one no longer has. This assumption is important enough and controversial enough that it deserves its own section; I will discuss it in Section 5.



10 in the conclusion, they will likely demand that the premises themselves be argued for, and the conclusion will end up having to be stated explicitly as one of the premises. I’m inclined to diagnose the persuasiveness here as a result of a certain kind of illusion. By adducing premises that are not identical to the conclusion but which depend for their justification on prior justification for the conclusion, the argument creates an illusion of the transmission of justification from premises to conclusion. Ordinary arguments generally transmit or aim to transmit justification from the premises to the conclusion—they give the recipient of the argument a new reason to believe the conclusion, a reason that is an extension of the recipient’s reasons for believing the premises. In the case of a persuasive circular argument, it is not the case that justification is transmitted from premises to conclusion, but it persuades because it presents itself as an argument and so creates the illusion for us that it is doing what ordinary arguments do—transmitting justification from premises to conclusion and giving us a new reason to believe the conclusion. Hiding the circularity of the argument will oftentimes increase the persuasive power of the argument by enhancing the illusion that justification is transmitted from premises to conclusion. This is probably not necessary in all cases, though; even when the recipient realizes that the argument is circular, he or she may still be sufficiently committed to the premises that the argument still has persuasive power (so the illusion of the transmission of justification still has some power despite the recognition that it is in fact an illusion). (3) Rational persuasion. All this talk of illusions raises the question: how could it possibly be rational to be persuaded by an illusion? Indeed, this is the key. It is fairly easy to get persuasive circular arguments. The question is whether there can be rationally persuasive



11 circular arguments. There are two conditions which, I believe, are jointly sufficient to ensure that the persuasion effected by the circular argument is rational. First, the recipient of the argument must have had a justified belief in the conclusion which was not defeated by contrary evidence. His or her doubt of the conclusion (suspension of belief or disbelief) cannot itself be justified, since because the circular argument doesn’t actually provide new justification for the conclusion, it cannot overcome justified doubt in it. So the doubt of the conclusion must either be a result of forgetfulness (as in Case 1 and 2 above) or it must be irrational (unjustified). This condition by itself is not enough, though. Consider the following modification to Case 1: Sally is indeed persuaded to believe T1 by a circular argument from T2, and she has justification for believing T1. However, it turns out that her attachment to T2 wasn’t the result of her original proof of T2 from T1. Over the years, she had come to believe T2 for another reason, perhaps because she had seen other people ridiculed for not believing T2, and so she believed it simply as a result of peer pressure. In this case, it seems that the persuasion effected by the argument is not rational, because she ends up believing T2 for reasons that are not connected at all to her original justification for believing T2.6 In short, persuasion by circular arguments encounters a problem generated by the basing requirement on justification. It is generally agreed that it is not enough for my belief to be justified that my evidence support my belief; my belief must also in some way be based on my evidence rather than some other desire or inclination. This, then, is the second condition for the persuasion effected by a circular argument to be rational: the recipient’s attachment to the premises (which, recall, was one of the conditions of the possibility of the argument’s 6



We would have to assume that the ridicule didn’t provide testimonial evidence for the truth of T2.



12 persuasiveness) must be based on (causally connected in the right way) to the recipient’s evidence or justification for the conclusion. In other words, the recipient’s commitment to the premises must be a result of the recipient’s original reason to believe the conclusion. If this is the case, then the recipient can be persuaded by the circular argument and still be basing the belief in the conclusion of the argument on his or her original evidence for that conclusion. So the fact that the circular argument persuades by creating an illusion of transmitting justification does not inhibit rationality (if this condition is met), since the illusion is connected in the right way to actual (non-illusory) evidence for the conclusion. The illusion functions both to get the recipient to believe the conclusion and base that belief on good evidence for it. Not just any causal connection between beliefs is sufficient for the epistemic basing relation. There are some causal chains, sometimes called “deviant” causal chains, which are insufficient for the epistemic basing relation. An objector could insist that the sort of causal chain involved in the circular arguments of the sort I’ve been talking about is “deviant” in this way. The only really decisive way to resolve this issue is to analyze the basing relation convincingly and then determine whether the conclusions of circular arguments could satisfy this analysis. However, there is nothing like widespread agreement on the right analysis of the basing relation; in fact, the literature on the basing relation sometimes looks like the Gettier literature in microcosm with respect to its variety and complexity. I can therefore only record my sense that the causal chains running through these circular arguments need not be deviant, and I await a convincing argument to the contrary.7 There are therefore five severally necessary and jointly sufficient conditions for the existence of a certain sort of rationally persuasive circular arguments: one for circularity and two 7



For a summary of some of the literature on the basing relation, see Korcz (1997).



13 each for persuasiveness and rationality.8 The subject’s justification for believing the premises (or a premise) of the arguments must be dependent on the justification of a prior belief in the conclusion; the premises must be different than the conclusion; the subject must believe the premises more strongly than he or she doubts the conclusion; the subject’s justified belief in the conclusion must not have been defeated by evidence (and therefore the subject must be withholding either irrationally or by virtue of some non-rational process like forgetting); and the subject’s belief in the premises must be based on his or her prior justification for believing the conclusion.



4. Using Circular Arguments to Defend Foundational Beliefs



It is fascinating enough that some circular arguments can be rationally persuasive, and that philosophers have been wrong in dismissing out of hand all circular arguments as rationally useless. I am arguing more than just this, though; I am arguing that rationally persuasive circular arguments can be of special use in solving the practical problem which arises out of foundationalism, the problem I discussed in Section 2. In this section, I’ll argue that in most cases there ought to be some such rationally persuasive circular arguments available to give in defense of non-inferentially justified beliefs that are doubted by the skeptic, such as foundational



8



I leave open the possibility that there are very different kinds of rationally persuasive circular



arguments—I mean only to specify conditions which are necessary and sufficient for a particular type, the type specified by my examples. It may be (in slight disagreement with the claims of the author) that the arguments pointed out in Sorenson (1991) are a very different sort of rationally persuasive circular arguments.



14 perceptual beliefs about the external world. This sort of anti-skeptical arguing requires skill, just as the Pyrrhonians thought of their skepticism as a kind of skill. Consider any non-inferentially justified belief about the external world: my belief that I have a hand, or my belief that there is a chair in front of me, and so on. Since these beliefs are non-inferentially justified, I cannot communicate my justification by giving a non-circular argument for them, and in many cases there will be no non-circular arguments available. However, there will be many beliefs that I have which are dependent for their justification on these beliefs, and so constructing a circular argument will be easy. What is more, the circular arguments constructed can easily be made to fulfill all of the conditions for a rationally persuasive circular argument. First, the argument is circular. Second, the premises will not be identical to the challenged belief (the first condition for persuasiveness). Third, some of these premises will likely be beliefs that the skeptic is committed to or at least has a strong tendency to believe, since it is very difficult for someone to consistently doubt the existence of all external things (the second condition for persuasiveness). After all, the skeptic will have lived much of his or her life with the foundational beliefs he or she now doubts, before encountering the skeptical puzzles that have caused that doubt, and it will have been very difficult to remove all of the beliefs that were formed on the basis of the foundational beliefs he or she no longer has. Skeptics from the Pyrrhonians to Hume have noted the extreme difficulty of being consistently skeptical; Hume thought it impossible, while the Pyrrhonians thought it possible only after a long and difficult struggle to overcome natural tendencies by means of the various skeptical strategies they developed. Fourth, by supposition (according to the non-inferential justification solution to skepticism), the skeptic in fact is justified in believing the challenged propositions, and in the absence of positive evidence against them, the skeptic retains that justification even though he or



15 she suspends belief (the first condition for rational persuasiveness). Fifth and finally, I think that it is almost certain that the skeptic’s residual commitment to beliefs about the external world will be the result of his natural tendency to believe that there is in fact an external world, and I would be surprised greatly if that natural tendency wasn’t directly connected with his justification for believing in an external world. So the skeptic’s commitment to the premises of the argument (particular beliefs about the external world) will be causally connected to his original justification for his belief in the existence of an external world, which is the conclusion of the argument (the second condition for rational persuasiveness). Here is an example of such an argument. I know that the skeptic I am talking to is my friend, and would have a really hard time denying my existence—or suspending belief in my existence. His belief in my existence, the existence of a person to whom he is talking, though, is (at least partially) based on more foundational perceptual beliefs, like his belief that he has hands (which have given him evidence that I exist by their sense of touch) and his belief that there is a body in front of him which moves in certain ways and makes certain sounds.9 I argue like this: surely I, your friend, exist and am talking to you right now; if your hands don’t exist and other external bodies don’t exist, then neither do I; therefore, your hands and other external bodies do exist. Because of my skeptic friend’s attachment to me—which is quite likely to be causally connected to his natural tendency to believe and justification in believing that an external world exists—he finds the argument powerful and may be persuaded to give up his doubt in the external world.



9



I take this to be compatible with the Reidian claim that our belief in other minds is not simply inferred



from our sense perceptions, but is properly basic; our perceptions of bodies probably form a partial basis for our belief in other minds, though not the whole basis.



16 These sorts of arguments basically take the familiar strategy of drawing out the consequences of a position (in this case, the position of skeptical doubt) and counting on some of those consequences being unacceptable to the person who accepts the position. What makes these arguments distinctive is that it may not be the foundational beliefs that the skeptic cannot bring himself to give up, but beliefs farther down the chain of justification. Because of how natural it is for us to believe in the existence of an external world, it will be very difficult to consistently doubt anti-skeptical propositions by tracing the consequences of such doubt all the way through the belief-web. Therefore, it will often be possible to use the skeptic’s inability to consistently doubt properly basic anti-skeptical beliefs to generate rationally persuasive circular arguments in defense of those beliefs.10 Other arguments of this sort can be constructed, utilizing a variety of beliefs which are based on foundational beliefs in external things and which the skeptic about external things may not have succeeded in doubting. I constructed an argument using a belief in the existence of another person, which seems to me to be a particularly significant example of the sort of belief that is difficult to give up, but other beliefs could be used: specific beliefs about other people (such as the claim that your spouse or child loves you), beliefs that certain significant or life10



This, by the way, is apparently identical to another strategy that Thomas Reid recommends for



defending first principles: the “reductio ad absurdum” strategy, which shows the skeptic what other beliefs he or she would have to give up if he or she gave up the first principle (the basic belief), in the hope of persuading the skeptic to embrace the first principle by virtue of his or her unwillingness to give up those other beliefs. Those other beliefs are themselves based on the first principles, and so the arguments that Reid recommends are circular, as Reid himself rejects the possibility of direct proof of first principles. The strategy that I have been outlining in this paper is therefore a Reidian strategy. See Reid (1969: VI.iv, 608).



17 shaping events did in fact happen (like a wedding, the birth of a child, an act of powerful generosity or kindness, or, more negatively, the death of a loved one or a significant wrong done to you), or any number of other cherished beliefs about the nature of the world. The antiskeptical arguer can point out to the skeptic that these events didn’t happen or that these beliefs probably aren’t true if the relevant external things (whose existence is doubted by the skeptic) don’t exist. Exactly which beliefs of this sort remain in the belief-web of the skeptic will of course vary from person to person—some skeptics will find some beliefs hard to doubt that others find easy to doubt. The anti-skeptical arguer will have to talk with the actual skeptic in order to find out what beliefs the skeptic retains that could be candidates for the construction of a circular argument. My claim is that there will very likely (though of course not certainly) be at least some beliefs of this general sort remaining undoubted by the skeptic to which the clever anti-skeptical arguer can appeal to construct a rationally persuasive circular argument.11 There are two important facts to note about this strategy for anti-skeptical arguing. First, these sorts of arguments will only be useful against folks who are actually in doubt about the external world (or the other beliefs challenged by skeptics). The strategy will be useless against someone who doesn’t actually doubt but is administering skeptical challenges as a sort of game. The strategy will also be useless for (or against) the philosopher who is considering the skeptical



11



This isn’t the only kind of inconsistency that the skeptic is likely to have. The skeptic is also likely to



doubt some basic beliefs while not doubting others, because of the sheer difficulty of such doubt. This opens the door for a different and complementary strategy for challenging the skeptic, by pointing out the inconsistency of doubting some basic beliefs while not doubting others. This is Reid’s “ad hominem” strategy for defending first principles, which he suggests in addition to the “reductio ad absurdum” and ridicule strategies. See Reid (1969: VI.iv, 608).



18 challenge as a way to understand the nature of knowledge or justification. Similarly, it will be useless against Humean skeptics, whom Reid called semi-skeptics, who do not think that we have knowledge or justification in a particular domain but who retain all their beliefs in that domain anyway. The strategy does not provide but assumes a theoretical solution to the skeptical puzzle—foundationalism. For the Humean semi-skeptic, the only relevant problem is the theoretical one, since the Humean skeptic does not actually withhold judgment in the propositions he or she considers unsupported. This strategy, employing rationally persuasive circular arguments in defense of epistemically foundational beliefs, is a solution to a practical problem, not a theoretical problem. Now, the word “skeptic” gets used in a number of ways. It is sometimes used in the way I have been using it, to pick out only those who actually withhold belief in a certain domain—as in a skeptic about global warming or a skeptic about the existence of God. It is sometimes also used, however, to pick out Reid’s semi-skeptics, as it is by those who describe Hume as a skeptic about the external world. I am inclined to follow Reid here and reserve the word for those who actually withhold belief, but not much turns on that; it is enough to point out that the strategy I have outlined is useful only when directed at that kind of skeptic who actually withholds belief in the domain of which he or she is skeptical. Second, this strategy makes anti-skeptical arguing a matter of skill. The Pyrrhonian skeptics saw skepticism as itself a kind of skill—the ability to use arguments cleverly to achieve the tranquility that came with the suspension of judgment.12 Likewise, the anti-skeptical arguer who employs circular arguments must of necessity exercise a great deal of skill. The anti-skeptic must discern in the skeptic those beliefs he or she is likely to retain even though they are based on beliefs the skeptic doubts—in other words, those ways in which the skeptic is likely to fail to 12



See Sextus Empiricus (1985).



19 be consistent in his skeptical doubt—and use those beliefs cleverly to overcome the skeptic’s doubt. This requires a great deal of discernment (in perceiving the inconsistencies in doubt) and skill (in constructing persuasive arguments utilizing those inconsistencies).



5. An Assumption



My account so far makes one important controversial assumption: that one’s beliefs can be based on and justified by evidence one no longer has. Cases 1 and 2 assume that the evidence that Sally and Jeff forgot—Sally’s belief in theorem T1 and Jeff’s experience of his room number—are still the grounds and justifiers for their current beliefs (Sally’s belief in theorem T2 and Jeff’s belief that his room number is the first three digits of pi). The circular arguments used against the external-world skeptic assume something similar; while the external-world skeptic probably retains his evidence for his doubted foundational external-world beliefs, he has given up those foundational beliefs, on which he had in turn based his belief in the premises of the circular arguments. So there is a part of his evidence base (the belief which mediated between his experiences and his belief in the premises of the circular arguments) which he no longer possesses. Some would reject this assumption and insist that my epistemic justification supervenes entirely on the evidence that I have now.13 This sort of objector would have to insist that Sally’s and Jeff’s current beliefs must be justified by some evidence that they currently have, perhaps some phenomenological quality of the remembered belief. I have two replies. First, the assumption under attack is eminently defensible, and has in fact been defended recently by a



13



Conee & Feldman (2004) say something very much like this; see especially chapter 3.



20 number of philosophers: Alvin Goldman (2009), Michael Huemer (1999), and John Greco (2005), to name a few.14 There are many cases where it seems obvious that non-present evidence is the ground and justifier of present belief, though I won’t repeat the arguments here. Notice that all my account requires is the claim that presently justified beliefs can be based on and justified by non-present evidence. I don’t need to say that memory always and only grants epistemic justification by this sort of preservation, merely that it sometimes does. Therefore, my account is compatible with granting memory some generative role in the production of epistemic justification.15 Also, my assumption is compatible with internalism about epistemic justification, so long as internalism is broad enough to count non-present internal states as relevant to justification.16 Second, suppose we grant the point and abandon the assumption that undergirds my account. The current beliefs of Sally and Jeff are therefore justified by virtue of some current evidence they have. In that case, the arguments described in the two cases are simply not circular at all—they are perfectly good, noncircular arguments, which give Sally and Jeff new evidence for the conclusion. If this is so, then the arguments I described in Section 4, the arguments that can be used against the skeptic, are also noncircular and give the recipient new reason to believe 14



In fact, my impression that this assumption is probably shared by a majority of philosophers, though I



cannot offer anything more than my impression as evidence for that claim. 15



The assumption I make is therefore compatible with everything said by Lackey (2005) in defense of a



generative role for memory and with Huemer’s (1999) hybrid preservation/generation model of memory. Also, though my account is incompatible with pure doxastic accounts of the basing relation, it is compatible with hybrid causal/doxastic accounts. See Korcz (1997). 16



Here I part company with Greco (2005) and Goldman (2009), and instead agree with Feldman (2005:



283).



21 their conclusions. We have still established a fairly radical conclusion, though it is not the conclusion I’ve been arguing for. Instead, we’ve established that there is a whole host of arguments—noncircular, ordinary, good arguments—which may well be available to use to persuade a skeptic to stop resisting what would ordinarily be foundational external-world beliefs. Many arguments that ordinarily are accused of circularity (like the arguments that I have mentioned) turn out to be non-circular. The arguments I’ve pointed out are therefore still available to solve the practical problem of foundationalism—they just aren’t circular and therefore have the effect of turning what would normally be a foundational external world belief into a non-basic belief. If we take this route and reject my assumption, then, instead of overturning our normal notions about the uselessness of circular arguments, we overturn our normal judgments about whether certain arguments are circular at all. The practical problem of foundationalism still has a solution. For my part, I accept the assumption which undergirds the account and find myself convinced that the arguments I’ve pointed out are in fact circular arguments. Undertaking a full defense of this assumption would distract from the main point, and so I will content myself with acknowledging that it is an assumption, and that even if the assumption is rejected, an interesting conclusion is established with respect to apparently circular arguments.



6. Controversial Foundational Beliefs A glaring objection remains. Most of the examples of properly basic beliefs are not issues on which there is any disagreement. None of us are ever likely to meet a skeptic about the external world. External world skepticism is generally of only academic interest, of interest for what it tells us about what our theories of knowledge should be like. Since the rationally persuasive



22 circular arguments I’ve mentioned are only of practical value, only of value for conversations with actual skeptics, isn’t it true that they are really useless? In other words, haven’t I proposed a solution to a practical problem that none of us actually have or ever will have? I’ll start with two mostly inadequate replies and conclude with a third reply that is adequate. First, it is still an interesting fact that we could reply to actual skeptics in the way that I have pointed out—if we had met Sextus Empiricus, for example, we could have employed this strategy. However, this reply doesn’t help me preserve my thesis that circular arguments can help solve an actual practical problem that some of us really do or might have. Second, the rationally persuasive circular arguments I’ve pointed out can be used to defend non-foundational beliefs as well as foundational ones, which means they can be used against people other than the external-world skeptics we are unlikely ever to meet. This is true enough, but it doesn’t help my thesis that this sort of argument can be used to solve the practical problem that arises from foundationalism. Third, and most importantly, there may very well be foundational beliefs which are contested, beliefs for which all (or many) have non-inferential justification but which some resist—skeptics about which we may very well meet. One class of examples is that of foundational moral beliefs, if Thomas Reid and the intuitionists (and others) are to be believed that moral beliefs can be properly basic. We may very well meet skeptics about foundational moral beliefs who retain shadows of those beliefs that we can use to restore them to the truth. Another class of examples is that of foundational religious beliefs, if John Calvin and contemporary Reformed epistemologists are to be believed about the sense of deity.17 So there may very well be foundational beliefs which are more widely contested than the paradigm 17



For a development of this idea and application to specific theistic arguments, see Johnson (2009).



23 external-world foundational beliefs, and rationally persuasive circular arguments may be of use in defending such beliefs.18
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